
 

Konzept 86 offers a new approach to the concept store
Konzept 86 is based in The Wye, a new arts space
The store concentrates on young and emerging international designers
Consumers can hire as well as buy the stock, offering inspiration for limited edition cosmetics

Berlin welcomes a new concept store

As Germany’s official style capital, Berlin has some of the best fashion and design shopping opportunities in the country. And if you want to attract the
city’s fashion-loving, style-conscious and hedonistic urban crowd – not to mention the tens of thousands of international tourists flocking to Berlin each
year – opening a concept store is the way to go. 

The latest addition to the city’s concept stores, however, has a rather more unusual concept – and offers great potential for cooperation with non-fashion
brands, like cosmetics.

Konzept 86 opened this month in the trendy Kreuzberg area near Schlesisches Tor. The store is located in the historic Postamt (post office) building on
Skalitzer Strasse. The Postamt still houses a working post office, but half of the building – about 20,000 sqm – will open soon as an international art
house called The Wye.
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The Wye wil be a creative forum for Berlin's international art, design and music scene. The space will house studios, live residencies, exhibitions, events
and cross-cultural art programmes, attracting a diverse, cosmopolitan and sophisticated crowd.

A forum for young designers

Konzept 86 is based inside The Wye and although the entrance faces the street, the store sign is rather hidden. The shop focuses on emerging fashion
designers. It currently stocks seven independent labels, including French brand Conquistador, Italian labels Fabric Division and Mimi Factory, Grosser
Heinrich from Germany, Laend Phuengkit from Switzerland and Max Tan and 72smalldive from Singapore. The ranges include women's and men's
clothing, handbags, shoes and accessories.

What makes Konzept 86’s approach different is that designers can display their clothes and sell to the public without having to pay a commission.
Customers, on the other hand, not only get the chance to buy directly from the designers but can also hire individual item for a few days at 20-30% of
the purchase price. Afterwards the item is returned to the store where it will be dry-cleaned in readiness for the next customer. All it requires is a piece
of ID and a credit card number or bank account details.

Hiring out individual pieces increases the visibility of the label in question. Considering that this part of Kreuzberg teems with a design conscious crowd
that tends to work hard and party hard, a niche label can get great exposure and improved access to potential customers. A key aspect of Konzept 86's
retail concept is peer recommendation and word of mouth propaganda. The hiring model also generates repeat traffic, with consumers dropping by to
check out the latest seasonal items and trends.
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Let us know what you think
Your opinions matter, and we need you to share them.
Please help us continue to develop our insights, content and services by
rating this piece of analysis.  

What's next

Although it would be impossible to hire out beauty products, brands can create limited editions or a
shade match concept to target these fashion-hungry repeat purchasers and hirers
While the hire principle doesn't really work for cosmetics, it does present an opportunity for niche and premium colour
cosmetics brands to target the customer with eye-catching products while they are in-store deciding which dress to
choose.
Someone who hires a designer piece for a special occasion is presumably already in a spending mood – and therefore in
the right frame of mind to pick up a new lipstick colour, a striking nail polish or a shimmering eye shadow in a shade that
matches the dress perfectly. Body glitters, bronzing powders, temporary tattoos, nail art and hair fragrances would also
work well, as would smaller-sized or miniature fragrances.
This will help off-beat and niche beauty brands to connect with a new consumer group – and potential customers.
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